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	Our Approach
                            
                                                   
                                    
                                        
                                            Our Approach as a right-based organisation is to respect every person, especially those deprived of a dignified life and opportunities.

                                            We believe the rights of the children, young, women, and the marginalized can be realized only through empowerment. Therefore, we focus on educational, social, economic, and cultural contexts and are policy-oriented.
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                                            Vision: Our Vision is to work as a catalyst in bringing sustainable change in the lives of underprivileged children, youth, and women with a life-cycle approach to development. 


Mission: Our mission is to safeguard the rights, offer care and protection, and empower underprivileged children, youth, and women through education, innovative community-based development projects, and market-focused livelihood programmes.
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                                            Trivandrum Don Bosco Veedu Society is part of the Salesians of Don Bosco (SDB) congregation spread over 133 countries working for the welfare of children and youth, especially those at risk. 
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            A phone number the spells hope for children
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 For the care and rights of the migrant workers
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   A child needs someone who cares.
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 If you can’t feed a hundred then feed just one.
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 Giving is about making a difference.
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                                For the care and rights of the migrant workers.
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							     shelter home


                                A home for children in need of care and protection.
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                                Educational support for the economically challenged.
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                                Mentoring and training for children in need.
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                                Pastoral Ministry for experial living of Catholic faith.
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                                Awareness and rehabilitation for drug users.
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                                Intervention for the upliftment of the urban poor.
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                                Gender equality and economic inclusion of women.
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                                Need of taking care of children fro...


                                DREAM Trivandrum conducted awareness program for parents of the Anganwadi children
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                                DREAM Trivandrum conducted awareness program for the MGNREGS works of Maranaloor panchayat


                               
Parents play a crucial role in shaping a child’s character, yet they may sometimes
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                                Awareness on drugs and addiction


                                DREAM Trivandrum conducted awareness program for the MGNREGS works of Maranaloor panchayat


                               
Parents are having an inevitable role in building up the character of a child. But a
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                                Kids in MIRACLE project undergoing their English lessons


                               
The MIRACLE project children attended Don Bosco Nivas for a full day of classes on M
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                                The Kids in SPARK project undergoing their lessons


                               
On March 9th, 2024, the kids in the SPARK project had a full day of classes at Don B
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	                                   NO HELP IS 
SMALL
 	

                    

                        Support a Child


                        A child needs someone like you


                        SUPPORT NOW

                    






                    

                        Sponsor a meal


                        A child needs someone like you


                        SPONSOR NOW

                    




                    

                        Make your
celebrations Meaningful


                        Kindness and Mercy are twice blessed. It blesses the one who receives and the one who gives.


                        CELEBRATE NOW
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			         Don Bosco Veedu seeks to empower individuals and groups with the skills they need to effect change within their communities.
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 based initiatives
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VOLUNTEER
 	

                        Have a heart 
Let us build lives
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                        The expert in anything 
was once a beginner
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Trivandrum, the capital city of Kerala, offers a vibrant environment ...
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                                    Success stories
 	

                                    Stories that vouch



                                    
I am Asokan. I am originally from Kottayam, and my name is Santhosh. Later my family moved to Tamandu. I ran away from home at 12 and deliberately changed my name to Asokan so that people wouldn’t identify me. I came to Trivandrum hoping to earn money and repay the debts my father had made before he passed away. I began in a small hotel and explored new areas to make money. I usually slept in the market or in front of shops. That is where Don Bosco found me in 1990. They offered kids like me on the street a shelter to stay. I never knew that was the beginning of a new chapter in my life. Don Bosco helped me build a life from nothing. I then became a part of the Don Bosco family. Currently, I live with my wife and two children and work wi...
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                                    Success stories
 	

                                    Stories that vouch



                                    
I am Preetha. I come from Karimadom, an urban colony in Trivandrum. I grew up in a community isolated from mainstream society, with zero possibility for a bright future. From the 5th standard, my life took an unexpected turn. Don Bosco Veedu implemented a project to educate the children in our colony. As a result, I got scholarships from Don Bosco, which has significantly impacted my academic life. Don Bosco took us for picnics, conducted summer camps, and gave us Christmas gifts. All these gave me new exposure and built my self-confidence. With their support, I graduated from Mar Ivanios College with a B.Com degree. In addition, I was also able to develop my computer skills during this period. Later I joined and volunteered in the tuition...
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                                    The smile on their face


                                    
The coronavirus put the world on pause. A group that suffered greatly were the daily...
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                                	Testimonies


                                    Spoken from the heart
 	

                                    Trivandrum Don Bosco Veedu Society is an NGO that works for the upliftment and betterment of society with its vision of considering children as the future of humanity. Great to see such good work done in the community. Excellent work.



                                	

                                    

                                    Veena George 


                                    Minister of health and family Welfare
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                                	Testimonies


                                    Spoken from the heart
 	

                                     I applaud the purpose of Trivandrum Don Bosco Veedu Society for its services for children and youth. The activities are encouraging and motivating for society. I am impressed by their passion for social work. 



                                	

                                    

                                    V. Sivankutty


                                    Minister of Education, Labour, Govt. of Kerala
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                                	Testimonies


                                    Spoken from the heart
 	

                                    During this pandemic, many poor students are badly affected in Kerala. Trivandrum Don Bosco veedu society has initiated different activities to support underprivileged children.



                                	

                                    

                                    Gopinath Muthukad


                                    Magician and Motivational speaker
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                                	Testimonies


                                    Spoken from the heart
 	

                                    TRIVANDRUM DON BOSCO VEEDU SOCIETY is progressively extending its activities among the vulnerable categories in society. The organization is working to promote the adaptation of kids for food, health, and education. I am happy to be a part of this ‘Note Book Challenge Campaign.’




                                	

                                    

                                    Arya Rajendran


                                    Mayor,Trivandrum Corporation
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                                	Testimonies


                                    Spoken from the heart
 	

                                    Great to see such good work done in the community. Happy to see this


                                	

                                    

                                    Pannyan Ravindran


                                    Former member of Loksabha
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PARTNER


                            Together we can do more.
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PARTNER


                            Are you looking for a parter


                           to impliment a project?


                            contact
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                                        24/7 Availability

                                        We are available 24/7 for any child in need.
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                                        Assurance 

                                        We respect the intention of the donor and the support will reach the most deserving.
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										The promises will be kept. The accounts are audited and reports are made available.
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Subscribe for latest updates!
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			                 Don Bosco Veedu is a registered society (963/91, 1991). We cater to the welfare of the underprivileged children and youth and those on the periphery of society, impacting meaningful changes in their lives.
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            A phone number the spells hope for children across india
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            For the care and rights of the migrant workers. (Demonstration)
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            A home for children in need of care and protection.
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            Educational support for the economically challenged.
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            Mentoring and training for children in need.(Demonstration)
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            Awareness and rehabilitation for drug users.
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            Intervention for the upliftment of the urban poor.
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            Gender equality and economic inclusion of women.
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                                           NO HELP IS SMALL
 	

                        

                            Support a Child


                            A child needs someone like you


                            SUPPORT NOW

                        


    

    

                        

                            Sponsor a meal


                            Your kindness can feed a child


                            SPONSOR NOW

                        


    

                        

                            Make your
celebrations Meaningful


                            Kindness and Mercy are twice blessed. It blesses the one who receives and the one who gives.


                            CELEBRATE NOW

                        


                    
           

               
        	

        


    
    




    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

   

    

        

               

               

                    

                        BECOME A 
VOLUNTEER
 	

                        Have a heart Let us build lives


                        JOIN NOW

                    
                

               

        

               
        	

        


    
    


    

    

   

    

        

               

               

                    

                        BE AN INTERN
 	

                        The expert in anything 
was once a beginner


                        KNOW MORE

                    
              

               

        

               
        	

        


    
    


    

        

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

  



		

    	PHOTO STORY
Photos that tell stories
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                                            The smile on their face


                                            
The coronavirus put the world on pause. A group that suffered greatly were the daily wage workers b...
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                                            Giving and Receiving


                                            
It was a long haul to her place. She lived alone in a dilapidated house. Happily, she received the ...
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                                            A leader's courage to fulfil his vi...


                                            
April 22, 2022, is a red letter day in the history of Don Bosco Veedu. Fr. Saji elected as the Conv...
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    	CONTACT US
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            	Thiruvananthapuram
Kerala, INDIA
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            	+91 9496041098
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            	dbveedu@gmail.com

    

            	
                               

            
                     

        
          





        

        	

            	

                	
                     


 












Leave us a message
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